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DESK Designer: Frandsen Design Studio

Metal table lamp.

The advent of LEDs has opened up all new opportunities to challenge the classic approach to 
lamp design. The Desk Table Lamp is a brilliant example of this.
Because LEDs do not emit heat, the lamp’s ‘shade’ can be given a minimalist design, achieving 
an elegant, slender profile. And with its small yet stable base, the Desk table lamp occupies very 
little space on the desk but has a far reach to fully illuminate your entire workspace. 

Avoid hard shadows 
A classic challenge for desk lighting is that your body or your hands cause shadows while you 
work. Similarly, the ceiling lamps typically used in large office spaces also tend to cause a lot of 
shadows. The Desk table lamp is designed to shine light right where you need it, so you can avo-
id hard shadows and tired eyes. The long arm can be bent in two places, and the slender shade 
with the light source can be both tipped and twisted into position. 

The Desk table lamp also comes with a dimmer switch in the base, so you can smoothly regulate 
the brightness of the energy-efficient LED lamp up and down as needed. Another advantage of 
LED is that you never have to change the bulb. 

Cord:
250 cm black PVC

On/off:
Switch with dimmer on base

Socket/bulb (non-replaceable.)
LED 12W (White). 4000K. Lifetime: 50.000 hours (Energy class A+).
Class III (lamp) + Class II (12VDC plug-in LED adapter) (Energy class B)
Learn more about e.g. Kelvin, Lumen, Watt - see our homepage. Click here. 

Weight:
2.2 kg. 

Box dimensions:
23x48.5x22 cm
2.8 kg. gross

Assembley Instructions:
See and/or download here.

Press release:
Please feel free to use our press release. Click here. 

High resolution images:
If you need high resolution images - see our images of this model here. 

Instagram ready images.
The correct format for Instagram images can be downloaded here. 

Matt black: art.no. 101395
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https://www.frandsenretail.dk/lightsources
https://www.dropbox.com/s/exwweksr0wv0g13/Desk%20table%20lamp%20-%202507.pdf?dl=0
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c76542f01232c430a9869d0/t/5e19b3b74c275445aab81ab0/1578742719494/Desk+-+press+release_ENG%2BDK.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qdd9fo8jpvpkxpk/AADb0ojmH_n_cNUJNA7Yyokda?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/b95bdfxepebv250/AADI-m4SfnhoLo0g0r0HiWPaa?dl=0



